Missing data are pervasive in alcohol and drug abuse prevention evaluation efforts: Researchers administer surveys, and some items are left unanswered. Slow readers often leave large portions incomplete at the end of the survey. Researchers administer the surveys at several points in time, and people fail to show up at one or more waves of measurement. Researchers often design their measures to include a certain amount of "missingness"; some measures are so expensive (in money or time) that researchers can afford to administer them only to some respondents.
and many of these solutions are being incorporated into the mainstream of prevention and applied psychological research. There is no longer any excuse for using archaic (and sometimes horribly wrong) procedures such as mean substitution.
In this chapter, we outlined some of the leading approaches to dealing with missing data problems. In the first section, we discuss methods for missing continuous data. For this type of data, we recommend four approaches that are based on widely available software. Although these procedures vary in ease of use, at least three of the four require no more than modest experience with statistical analysis. These three methods are illustrated using an empirical problem.
In the second section, we discuss missing categorical data. In this case, the state of the art has been somewhat slower in reaching all levels of applied research. Methods are currently under development that will soon be as widely available as the methods for missing continuous data. In this chapter, we present the beginnings of a maximum-likelihood approach to analysis with missing categorical data. Furthermore, in the context of an empirical missing data problem, we discuss the use of a multiple imputation procedure for categorical data and touch on the use of continuous-data methods for analyzing categorical data.
In the third section, we discuss what happens when the assumptions underlying our recommended approach are not met fully. New data are presented relating to the causes of missingness. Our interpretation of these data is that the vast majority of causes of missing data may be fully explainable and fully adjusted by using the methods that we recommend.
In the fourth section, we present a general sensitivity analysis for the case in which the assumptions of the recommended missing data procedures are not met fully. We conclude from this analysis that except in extreme situations, statistical conclusions that are based on the methods we recommend are virtually the same as methods that would take all sources of missingness into account.
In the final section, we discuss new approaches, currently under development, that should be widely available to prevention and applied psychological researchers over the next few years. We conclude with a few comments about the state of missing data analysis in prevention and other applied psychological research. We suggest that prevention studies in general may be relatively free from serious attrition biases (if recommended analyses are used).
ANALYSIS WITH MISSING CONTINUOUS DATA
We discuss three types of missing data problems: omissions, attrition, and planned missingness. Omissions occur when a respondent fails to com-plete a n item within a survey or fails to complete a survey. We argue that this type of missingness is little more than a nuisance. In most of our prevention work, we have seen relatively few omissions in the middle of a survey. The more common problem is that respondents fail to complete the survey once they begin it. We suggest that the main reason for this latter kind of missingness is slow reading. Thus, if reading skill, or a reasonable proxy for reading skill, is included in the missing data model (using one of the methods we recommend), the overall impact of this kind of missingness is negligible.
We use the term attrition when a respondent fails to show up for an entire wave of measurement. For a multiwave project, some participants disappear at one wave of measurement but reappear at a subsequent wave. Others disappear and are never measured again. We argue that the former type of attrition is virtually no problem if the recommended missing data methods are used. Data obtained at early and late waves are excellent predictors of data missing at middle waves. The latter kind of attrition (i.e., the respondent leaves and never returns) is potentially a greater problem.
Because the later waves of data are missing, it is possible that the scores on the missing variables are themselves the cause of missingness (e.g., heavy drinkers avoid the measurement situation). However, the data presented in the third section of this chapter help us argue that it is unlikely that this sort of attrition presents problems for statistical conclusions beyond those that are completely adjusted when the recommended missing data methods are used.
The two kinds of planned rnissingness we have encountered are (a) the use of the three-form measurement design (see Graham, Hofer, & MacKinnon, 1996) and (b) collection of special measures (e.g., biochemical measures) that are too expensive to obtain for every respondent. Because this form of missingness is under the researcher's control, the missing data in this situation can be considered to be missing completely at random (MCAR). Beyond some loss of statistical power, this type of missingness poses minimal threats to statistical conclusions.
Missing Data Mechanisms
There are three causes of missingness (i.e., three missing data mechanisms): MCAR, accessible, and inaccessible. Data are MCAR when the cause of missingness is some random event such as a coin toss or number selected from a table of random numbers. For example, if respondents are randomly selected to receive some special measure, those who do not complete the measure are MCAR. However, except for the case of planned missingness, data are seldom missing because of some truly random event.
In many situations, the missingness is systematic (i.e., caused by some variable). Fortunately, the data may be MCAR even in this situation. If ANALYSIS WITH MISSING DATA the cause of missingness is some variable (e.g., mobility of parents) that is not correlated with the variable that is missing (e.g., 8th-grade alcohol use), then the missing data are still MCAR. The big advantage of data being MCAR is that the cause of missingness does not have to be part of the analysis to control for missing data biases. Although many traditional procedures (e.g., listwise deletion) yield unbiased results when the missing data are MCAR, such methods are often undesirable, even in this situation (e.g., because of low statistical power). The missing data procedures we recommend provide a convenient and unbiased way of dealing with missing data that are MCAR.
As one might imagine, however, data are not always MCAR. As we suggested earlier, data are frequently missing systematically because of another variable. If this other variable is correlated with the variable containing the missing data, the mechanism is no longer MCAR. If the cause of missingness has been measured and is available for analysis, we refer to this as an accessible missing data mechanism. This is good news. If the cause of missingness has been measured and is included properly in the analysis, all biases associated with the missing data are adjusted. Little and Rubin (1987) referred to this situation as "ignorable" (they also referred to it as "missing at random"). The procedures we recommend adjust for all biases that are attributable to missing data when the missing data mechanism is accessible. However, this is true only if the cause of missingness is included in the analysis. There are situations in which the cause of missingness (a) has not been measured and (b) is correlated with the variable containing the missingness. We refer to this as an inaccessible missing data mechanism (Little & Rubin, 1987 , referred to this as a "nonignorable mechanism"). This situation could arise when the value of the missing variable is itself the cause of missingness. For example, heavy drinkers may be more likely to avoid the measurement situation than are light drinkers. The situation also could arise in other ways. For example, rebellious adolescents may be more likely to resist measurement. Such individuals also are more likely to use and abuse drugs and alcohol. Thus, if rebelliousness is not measured, missing alcohol and drug use information could be missing because of an inaccessible mechanism.
Missing Data Methods Recommended for Continuous Data
In this section, we outline four missing data methods: (a) the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (with bootstrap estimates of standard errors), (b) multiple imputation, (c) multiple-group structural equation modeling (MGSEM), and (d) raw maximum-likelihood (RML) methods.
EM Algorithm
The EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977; Little & Rubin, 1987) , as implemented in EMCOVEXE (Graham & Hofer, 1993) , is an iterative imputation method. Briefly, missing values are imputed by using all other variables as predictors in a regression model. Using real and imputed values, sums and sums of squares and cross-products (SSCPs) are calculated (the E-step). The covariance matrix and associated regression coefficients (each variable is predicted by all others) are then calculated from the SSCP matrix (the M-step). The regression coefficients are then used to make better imputations at the next E-step, and the new imputed values are used to estimate a new covariance matrix as well as new regression coefficients. The process is repeated until the changes in the estimated covariance matrix are small enough to be deemed trivial.
After the final iteration, the EMCOV.EXE program writes out the variance-covariance estimates and vector of means. Analyses then can be conducted using that matrix as input. An important part of using the EM algorithm is that standard errors are not calculated directly for the analyses of ultimate interest. (Even though such standard errors are provided by the analysis used, they are not correct; they are based on the wrong sample size, and there is no way to include the correct sample size in the analysis.) One way to obtain standard errors in this situation is to use a bootstrap procedure (Efion, 1981 (Efion, , 1994 Graham, Hofer, & Piccinin, 1994) .
Bootstrapping is a relatively simple procedure. One begins with the original data set. Suppose the original data set has 808 participants. In Step 1, the researcher samples cases at random, with replacement, producing a new (bootstrapped) data set containing 808 cases. Some of the original cases appear two or more times in the bootstrapped data set, and some of the original cases are not included at all. In Step 2, the researcher analyzes the bootstrapped data set just as the original data set was analyzed (e.g., EMCOV followed by a regression analysis). Suppose the main analysis is a regression analysis. The parameter estimate from this analysis (the regression weight in this case) is saved. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated numerous (e.g., 25-100) times. Suppose a researcher has obtained and analyzed 50 bootstrapped data sets. In this example, the researcher has 50 regression weights. The standard deviation of the 50 regression weights is an estimate of the standard error for that regression estimate. The researcher then divides the original parameter estimate, from the original data set, by this estimate of the standard error to obtain the critical ratio (treated like a z value).
The value of the bootstrap relies on the assumption that the original sample is representative of some population (an assumption that is common to all statistical procedures) and that sampling from the original sample is similar to sampling from the population. If the original sample is large ANALYSIS WITH MlSSING DATA enough, this assumption may be reasonable. That is, if the sample is large enough, then the relatively rare elements of the population also are found in the original sample and may be included in the bootstrap samples with the appropriate frequency.
It is difficult to know how large a sample is "large enough.'' However, it is likely that samples as small as 100 are not large enough and may produce biases. It also is likely that samples as large as 1,000 are large enough. Despite the potential limitation of not knowing exactly how large a sample is large enough, the bootstrap remains a valuable tool. As Efron (1994) pointed out, the main value of the bootstrap is in obtaining an estimate of standard errors when estimates that are based on other methods are not feasible.
Multiple Imputation
An important part of the EM algorithm is restoring error variability to the imputed values during the E-step. The EM algorithm does this by adding a correction factor to certain elements of the estimated SSCP matrix for every imputed value or combinations of imputed values. The multiple imputation procedure restores the lost variability in another way.
Part of the variability in regression-based imputation is lost because each imputed value is estimated without error. Even when there are no missing data, researchers know that the regression estimate over-or underestimates the true value. The difference between the actual and predicted values is the residual. It often is reasonable to assume that the distribution of residuals for nonmissing data also describes the distribution of residuals for the missing data. Thus, one way to restore the variability in the imputed values is to draw one element (randomly with replacement) from the distribution of residuals for data that are nonmissing and add it to each imputed value.
Another part of the variability in regression-based imputation is lost because the imputed values are based on a single estimate of the covariance matrix, which is itself estimated with error. Thus, a second aspect of the multiple imputation procedure is to obtain multiple plausible covariance matrices. One way to obtain another plausible covariance matrix is to bootstrap the data set (as described earlier) and to reestimate the covariance matrix using the EM algorithm. This bootstrapping is used in the EMCOV implementation of multiple imputation. Another way to obtain alternative, plausible covariance matrices is to use the data augmentation procedure (Tanner 6r Wong, 1987) . This approach was used by Schafer (in press) in his approach to multiple imputation.
These are the steps to follow in multiple imputation. A reasonable point estimate of the parameter estimate of interest is the simple average of the five estimates. To obtain a reasonable estimate of the standard error, one would combine the within-and betweenimputations estimates of variability using the following formula (based on Schafer, in press):
where U is the average of the squared standard errors for the five analyses, B is the sample variance of the five parameter estimates, and m is the number of imputations (five in this example).
MGSEM
The MGSEM procedure has been described elsewhere in some detail (Allison 1987; Bender, 1989; Donaldson, Graham, & Hansen, 1994; Duncan & Duncan, 1994; Graham et al., 1994; Joreskog & S r b o m , 1989; McArdle & Hamagami, 1991 , 1992 Muthen, Kaplan, & Hollis, 1987) .
Many of these sources include LISREL or an EQS code required to make use of the procedure (LISREL code-Allison, 1987; Joreskog & S r b o m , 1989 ; the LISREL code for Donaldson et al., 1994, and Graham et al., 1994 , also is available from John Graham at jwg4@psuvm.psu.edu; EQS code- Bentler, 1989; Duncan & Duncan, 1994) . Readers interested in this procedure are encouraged to obtain additional information from one or more of these sources. Briefly, the idea is that one divides the sample into groups, so that respondents within each group have the identical missing data pattern. For example, suppose we have five variables. For one group, all respondents would have all the data (1 1 1 1 1, where 1 = data present and 0 = data missing). For a second group, the missing data pattern might be (1 0 1 1 l), that is, for all respondents in this group, data are missing for Variable 2 but present for all other variables.
The input variance-covariance matrix and input vector of means for each group are prepared so that missing covariance or mean elements are fixed at zero and missing variance elements are fixed at one. This must be done to get around the requirement that the same number of variables must be input into each group of the analysis. The model is then estimated (e.g., in LISREL) in the following way: All factor-level parameter estimates (factor variances, covariances, and regressions) are constrained to be equal across groups (i.e., across missing data patterns). For item-level parameter estimates (factor loadings, residuals, and means) , elements corresponding to nonmissing data are constrained to be equal across groups. Elements corresponding to missing data are constrained to be zero (residual variance elements are constrained to be one Bentler, 1989) . Another advantage of this procedure is that it allows parameter estimation in models for which some covariances are inestimable for all participants.
A drawback to this procedure is that it is complicated. Even for modest-size problems, the multiple-group procedure can be tedious and difficult to do without making errors. A more serious drawback is that the procedure is fully amenable only to problems for which there are more respondents than variables for every missing data pattern. When a particular pattern has fewer respondents than variables, the covariance matrix for that group is not positive definite and cannot be included as a separate group. In this case, one must combine missing data patterns by discarding data points within one pattern to make it identical to a more sparse pattern of missingness with sufficient numbers of participants.
RML
Two SEM programs currently allow estimation of the maximumlikelihood function at the level of the individual: Mx (Neale, 1991) and Amos (Arbuckle, 1995 
A Continuous-Variable Empirical Example
The data for this example come from the Adolescent Alcohol Prevention Trial (AAE'T; Donaldson et al., 1994; Donaldson, Graham, Piccinin, & Hansen, 1995; Graham, Rohrbach, Hansen, Flay, & Johnson, 1989; Hansen & Graham, 1991) . In the AAPT study, we examined the relative effectiveness of four alcohol abuse prevention curricula: information about consequences of use (ICU), resistance training (RT), normative education (Norm), and a combined program. It was hypothesized (Donaldson et al., 1994; Hansen & Graham, 1991; Hansen et al., 1988) The model tested in this example is shown in Figure 1 . Only paths that proved to be significant are shown in the figure. In testing the model, all regression paths were estimated, including all paths emanating from the five covariates (i.e., Alc7, Smk7, Mar?, Rebel?, and Perc7). For this chapter, we highlight the paths relating to prevention program effects.
Three of the four missing data methods described earlier were used here: the EM algorithm, RML (Amos), and multiple imputation. For the multiple imputation method, we present results for Schafer's (in press) procedure and the EMCOV implementation (Graham & Hofer, 1995) .
EM Algorithm
For the EM algorithm procedure, we used EMCOV.EXE (Graham & Hofer, 1993) to produce a maximum-likelihood covariance matrix, which then was analyzed using LISREL (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1989) . Standard errors were obtained by bootstrapping the original sample (50 bootstrapped samples were obtained). The 50 bootstrapped data sets were each analyzed with EMCOV and LISREL, and regression parameter estimates were stored.
The standard deviation of each estimate (N = 50 data sets) was taken as an estimate of the standard error for that estimate. Table 1 shows the results for the EM-LISREL-bootstrap analyses.
RML (Amos)
The second method used was the RML method, as implemented in the SEM program Amos (Arbuckle, 1995) . The results from the Amos analysis also appear in Table 1 .
Schafer's Multiple Imputation
The third method used here was a multiple imputation procedure described by Schafer (in press ). This procedure is currently available for Sun workstations operating within the S-Plus statistical package and should soon be available in the mainstream of prevention research.' As described earlier, a proper multiple imputation procedure restores variability from two sources. One should restore variability that is due to error of prediction and variability that is due to the fact that the initial covariance matrix, which is the basis for imputation, is itself only an estimate. The method used for the example shown in Table 1 , which is based on Schafer (in press), controls for both kinds of variability.
A unique feature of the Schafer (in press) procedure is that the sampling of alternative plausible covariance matrices is accomplished using the data augmentation procedure (Schafer, in press; Tanner 6r Wong, 1987) to generate a theoretical distribution of covariance matrices. Different sample covariance matrices are drawn from this distribution to produce the imputed values for each of 10 imputations (for a more detailed discussion of data augmentation and related Markov chain Monte Carlo procedures, see Schafer, in press, chaps. 3 and 4; Spiegelhalter, Thomas, Best, & Gilks, 1995; Tanner, 1993) .
Another unique feature of the Schafer (in press) procedure is that the missing data model may be for continuous data (Norm), categorical data (Cat), or mixed continuous and categorical data (Mix). The other approaches described in this section are able to handle categorical data with no missing values. However, if the data set contains categorical variables with missing values, these other approaches must treat these variables as if they were continuous. A n advantage of the Schafer implementation of multiple imputation is that missing categorical data (either independent or dependent variables) are modeled explicitly as categorical data.
Before we implemented the Schafer (in press) multiple imputation procedure, the variables of the data set were transformed as follows: log transformed (log of 1 + Alc7 and log of 1 + Alc9), and the two perception variables were log transformed (log of 1.5 + Perc7 and log of 1.7 + Perc7p). The two variables Reb7 and Ekhav7 were reasonably symmetrically distributed and were not transformed. The multiple imputation procedure was performed using a mixed model for some categorical and some continuous variables (see Schafer, in press) . After the multiple imputation procedure was performed, the log-transformed variables were reverse transformed to their original scales, and the 10 multiply imputed data sets were written out.
The 10 data sets were then analyzed using LISREL (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1989 ). The results of those analyses (parameter estimates and standard errors) also appear in Table 1 .
EMCOV Multiple Imputation
Also included in Table 1 are the results from the EMCOV implementation of multiple imputation. For the EMCOV analysis, the first covariance matrix was obtained using EMCOV on the original data set. The 2nd to 10th covariance matrices were obtained by bootstrapping the original data set (using the BOOTSAMP utility). Each bootstrapped data set was then analyzed using EMCOV, producing a total of 10 different but plausible covariance matrices. For each covariance matrix, a data set containing imputed values (TEMP.DAT) and a data set containing a vector of residuals for each variable (TEMP.RES) were obtained using the COV-IMP utility (Graham & Hofer, 1995) . For each of these imputed data sets, residual terms were sampled (from the TEMP.RES data set) and added to each imputed value (using the ADDRES utility). For the EMCOV multiple imputation analyses, the variables of the data set were analyzed in their untransformed state. The two dichotomous variables Smk7 and Mar7 remained dichotomized. Thus, the data set analyzed was the same as that analyzed by Amos and the EM-LISREL-bootstrap procedures.
Other Procedures
For comparison purposes, parameter estimates for this data set also were obtained using pairwise deletion, listwise deletion, and mean substitution. Standard errors also were obtained using listwise deletion. Results for these procedures appear in Table 1 . Results 
: Comparison of Procedures
The results from Table 1 show that the parameter estimates for the EM-LISREL-bootstrap and Amos procedures were identical (to three decimal places). The estimates from the Schafer multiple imputation procedure were also highly similar, as were those based on the EMCOV multiple imputation. Figure 2 shows the findings relating to the prevention program effects (i.e., program effects on each of the two mediators, program effects on 9th-grade alcohol use outcome, and mediator effects on the outcome).
As shown in Figure 2 , parameter estimates for the four recommended analyses, as well as for pairwise deletion, were virtually the same. As expected, the estimates that were based on listwise deletion were highly variable: Some were too high, and some were two low. Estimates that were based on mean substitution consistently underestimated the values obtained by the recommended methods. The standard errors for the four recommended procedures were also highly similar. In general, we would expect the bootstrapping procedure to provide good standard errors when the data are continuous and reasonably distributed and when the sample size is large enough. In general, we would expect the standard errors from the Amos analysis to be as accurate as standard errors in any SEM program. As with all SEM programs, these estimated standard errors will be best when the data are reasonably multivariate normally distributed. In general, we would have greater confidence in the estimated standard errors when at least two of the recommended analyses are performed and yield similar estimates. were consistently high; many useful data must be discarded to perform the analyses with listwise deletion. Standard errors were not obtained for the painvise deletion and mean substitution procedures because there is no statistical basis for choosing any particular sample size. Bootstrapping could be used to obtain standard errors for these analyses, but if one is going to do bootstrapping, one should be using the EM algorithm. Figure 4 shows the critical ratios (i.e., parameter estimates divided by standard errors) for the analyses relating to the program effects. If we assume that these critical ratios are all interpreted as z values, the recommended analyses all yield highly similar statistical conclusions. As expected, the z values for listwise deletion analyses were substantially lower than for the recommended analyses. In fact, for listwise deletion, none of the tests involving the outcome variable (alcohol use at Grade 9) were significant.
Substantive Conclusions
Two kinds of program effects are shown in Figure 1 . bership variable to the hypothesized mediator and a significant path from the mediator to the Alc9 outcome variable). Mediated effects also can be thought of as "explained" effects. The mediator explains the program effect on the outcome. The direct effect, on the other hand, can be thought of as an unexplained effect. There was a significant effect, but that effect was not explained by changes in the mediating variable (MacKinnon & Dwyer, 1993) . Given this background, the substantive results shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 The combined program (compared with ICU) also had a significant effect on 9th-grade alcohol use. This effect was explained entirely by (mediated by) the level of perceptions measured immediately after the program.
The hypothesized mediated effect relating to the RT program did not materialize. Although the RT program (compared with ICU) had a large and significant effect on resistance skills measured immediately after the program, the resistance skills measure was not related to 9th-grade alcohol use. The most likely reason for this pattern of results was outlined recently by Donaldson et al. (1995) . We assume that kids want to resist drug offers. However, if this assumption is not met, all the skills in the world will not translate into reduced drug use. As Donaldson et al. (1995) found, among students who clearly felt that adolescent alcohol use was inappropriate, the behavioral skills measure was a significant predictor of subsequent alcohol use.
Although the hypothesized mediated effect of the RT program did not materialize, we did find a significant direct, beneficial effect of the RT program on 9th-grade alcohol use. Although the effect remains unexplained, it was in contrast to the nonsignificant harmful effect of the RT program observed in this cohort for 8th-grade outcomes (Hansen & Graham, 1991 Rindskopf, 1992) . The model used to analyze the data is a general regression model for frequency data (Grizzle, Starmer, & Koch, 1969) . Specifically, the generalized linear model with composite links described by Thompson and Baker (1981) and Rindskopf (1992) In this model, the frequencies (or some function of the frequency such as a proportion) in each category is the dependent measure rather than a score for each individual respondent, as in ordinary regression. Variables coding cell membership such as control or treatment group, present or absent at measurements, are the predictor variables. Weighted least squares are used to estimate the parameters of the model, in which the weights are determined by the underlying hypothesized distribution of the frequencies. In many cases, the observed frequencies are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution.
We use the same notation as Rindskopf (1992) , If the outcome variable of interest were distributed as Smk7 and Mar7 were (i.e., virtually dichotomous), a mixed model like the one Schafer (in press) used could be used for the imputation step. On the other hand, if the outcome variable of interest were distributed more or less continuously (e.g., as with the two alcohol variables in the examples presented in the previous section), then the data could reasonably be imputed using the continuous model but be analyzed as categorical. For example, if the researcher wanted to explore whether a prevention program would affect whether adolescents increased from minimal alcohol experimentation but the amount of increase was not important, he or she might prefer to analyze the dependent variable as dichotomous rather than continuous. We are not advocating that researchers should feel free to dichotomize continuous variables for analysis. However, to the extent that it is a reasonable course of action, the missing data can be handled in this fashion, especially when the sample size is large.
Using Continuous-Data Models
A third method for analyzing categorical data is to treat the dichotomous variables as if they were continuous and to use the procedures described earlier for continuous data. Although this is not a perfect solution to the problem of categorical data, it may be reasonable in many cases. For example, this approach may be reasonable when the response proportions for dichotomous variables are not too extreme. Although what is "too extreme" may depend on several factors, a 70-30 split for the two categories is probably not too extreme in this sense. However, some bias may be present in estimates when the response proportions for a dichotomous variable are as extreme as 95-5.
Empirical Data Example
We now present a brief data example for the latter two approaches. The data used in this example are the same as those used in the examples for continuous data. The program variables used in the example were the RT program versus ICU; the information-only comparison group (RTICU); the Norm program versus ICU (NormICU); and the combined program versus ICU (CombICU) . As covariates, we used cigarette, alcohol, and marijuana use at Grade 7 pretest (Smk7, Alc7, and Mar?). These were all dichotomized, as described later. Two continuous covariates were rebelliousness (Rebel7) and perceptions of prevalence and acceptability of ad-ANALYSIS WITH MISSING DATA olescent use of alcohol and other drugs (Perc7). The main dependent variable was a dichotomized version of an index of alcohol use at the Grade 9 posttest. The two hypothesized mediating variables were not included in the analysis models described later. However, they were included in each of the missing data models, so any value they had for predicting (and thereby adjusting for) missingness was retained.3
In the previous section on missing data analyses for continuous data, we described briefly a multiple imputation procedure. In the example presented earlier, we imputed 10 data sets based on AAPT data using a mixed model. The main dependent variable was an index of alcohol use at Grade 9 (Alc9), and one of the primary covariates was the same index taken at Grade 7 (Alc7). These two indexes were reasonably continuously distributed in the data and were imputed using a continuous-variable model. However, they could reasonably be dichotomized in the imputed data sets and analyzed using categorical data analytic procedures.
In each of the 10 imputed data sets, we dichotomized the variables Alc7 and Alc9 to correspond to two levels of alcohol use: 0 = minimal alcohol experimentation or less and 1 = more than minimal alcohol experimentation. The 10 imputed data sets were analyzed using SAS PROC CATMOD with the ML and NOGLS options. RTICU, NormICU, CombICU, Smk7, Alc7, and Mar7 each were dichotomous variables. Rebel7 and Perc7 were continuous and included in a DIRECT statement. The results of the PROC CATMOD analysis of multiply imputed data sets appear in Table 2 .
We also dichotomized the Alc7 and Alc9 variables as described earlier in the original data set containing missing values. This data set was analyzed directly with Amos and with EMCOV and LISREL. Standard errors for the latter analysis were derived by obtaining 25 bootstrap samples of the original data set and analyzing each with EMCOV and LISREL. The standard errors shown in Table 2 are the standard deviations of the parameter estimates across the 25 bootstrap samples.
Comparison of Procedures
We take the Schafer (in press) multiple imputation procedure to be the gold standard here: If this procedure is available, we recommend its use. As the direct approaches become more widely available (e.g., the Table 2 suggest, the two continuous data methods reasonably approximated the statistical conclusion obtained from the more appropriate multiple imputation procedure. The critical ratios from the Amos analysis were somewhat higher than those based on Schafer's multiple imputation. The critical ratios for the EM-LISRELbootstrap procedure were slightly lower than those based on Schafer's multiple imputation.
CAUSES OF MISSINGNESS IN A LONGITUDINAL PREVENTION STUDY
An Empirical Study of the Causes of Attrition As part of the final wave of the AAPT study, we collected a large amount of data on the causes of missingness as part of an attrition study.
For the cohort studied in this chapter, 3,027 respondents had data for the pretest. Of these, 1,865 (62%) also had data at the final wave (Grade 11).
The breakdown for participants with data for the attrition study are shown in Table 3 .
The various reasons for missingness at the final wave, based on the attrition study, are summarized in Table 4 . As shown in Table 4 
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reasons for attrition were moving out of the area, being unresponsive to mailouts, and having an incorrect address. Other reasons accounting for a large number of lost data were previous parental and respondent declines, an uncooperative school district, and dropping out of school. The remaining reasons for attrition, as shown in Table 4 , were relatively rare.
To understand the causes of missingness, we entered several key pretest variables and the reasons for missingness from the attrition study into a regression model predicting missingness at Grade 11. Also included in this analysis were three variables constructed by the data collectors during the attrition study. The first ("attempts") was the number of attempts made to track and measure a respondent who did not immediately provide data. The second ("refuse") was a variable tapping the number of failures to find the respondent that could reasonably to be thought of as having to do with a respondent's characteristic (e.g., being in jail could be thought of as being due to a participant's characteristic, whereas an uncooperative school is not reasonably thought of as a participant's characteristic). The third variable ("drugs2") was a data collector's rating of whether the reason for missing data was related to drug use (1 = yes, 0 = no). The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5 . As shown in Table 5 , pretest variables accounted for only 4.4% of the variance in missingness at Grade 11. However, the variables measured in the attrition study, including the three data collectors' ratings (attempts, Table 5 , data were eventually obtained for a substantial number of the respondents for whom that reason for missingness was relevant. Thus, in addition to being able to predict missingness for these variables, we are able to use these same variables in a regression model predicting drug use at Grade 11. Table 5 also shows that regression model.
The results for prediction of drug use at Grade 11 show almost the reverse pattern as those shown for prediction of missingness at Grade 11.
The variables measured at the Grade 7 pretest accounted for nearly 23% of the variance in Grade 11 drug use (a composite index of cigarette, alcohol, and marijuana use), whereas the variables from the attrition study accounted only for an additional 5% of the variance.
As we stated previously, for missingness to be a problem, the variable causing missingness must be related to the variable containing the missing data. The results summarized in Table 5 suggest that although variables we measured indeed accounted for a substantial proportion of the missingness in Grade 11 drug use, they were largely uncorrelated with Grade 11 drug use itself. Thus, we argue that the missingness in Grade 11 drug use behaved largely as if it were MCAR. In fact, the part of the missingness that was not MCAR but was explained by these measures was adjusted completely by the analyses that we recommend.
Furthermore, only six variables were significant predictors of both missingness at Grade 11 and Grade 11 drug use (grades at 7th grade, the drugs2 rating, declines, moved, no contact, and unresponsive). However, for all but one of these variables (no contact), the sign of the regression weights was the same for prediction of missingness and drug use at Grade 11. Higher grades were associated with more data at Grade 11 and greater drug use at Grade 11 .5 Higher probability of drug involvement (the drugs2 rating) was associated both with more data at Grade 11 and greater drug use at Grade 11. More declines were associated with fewer data and less drug use. Moves were associated with more data and more drug use. Nonresponse to previous mailouts was associated with fewer data and less drug use. In each of these cases, the pattern of associations suggested that any missing data bias would, if not adjusted by the methods we suggest, suppress (not inflate) true program effects.
The fifth variable, no contact (e.g., bad addresses), was associated with fewer data and higher drug use at Grade 11. Thus, missing data bias ? h e finding that higher grades were associated with higher drug use at Grade 11 could be due to the following: White students are more likely to be native English speakers and arezhus likely to get better grades. White students also are known to have the highest levels of use in many adolescent samples. We argue that the combined effects of these variables was to slightly suppress true program effects. However, we also point out that the effects of these variables were minimal. Table 6 shows the program effects analysis when all variables (from Grade 7 pretest and attrition study) were included in the missing data analysis, compared with the same analysis when only the Grade 7 pretest variables were included. Note that the NormICU program effect was significant in both models but was slightly stronger when the attrition study variables were included. When the attrition study variables were included, all variables ( i.e., program variables, Grade 7 covariates, attrition study variables, and Grade 11 drug use) were read into the Amos program, but the attrition study variables were all modeled as additional dependent variables. Correlations were estimated between all pairs of dependent variable residual variances. This type of model takes the effect of these variables into account for missing data purposes but does not affect the regression estimates. That is, this approach does not force the researcher to test a model that is not theoretically meaningful. When the attrition study variables were excluded, only the program variables, Grade 7 covariates, and Grade 11 drug use were read into the Amos program.
What About the Remaining Missingness?
If one collects data from a random sample of those initially missing and makes proper use of the new information (see, e.g., Graham & Donaldson, 1993), one can have the greatest confidence about whether the data that are still missing are missing because of an inaccessible missing data mechanism. However, it also may be possible to be reasonably confi-ANALYSIS WITH MISSING DATA dent about the missing data mechanism if one has other data available.
We have reason to believe that the data that remain missing in this cohort do not contribute bias to the program effects analyses beyond what is already controlled fully by the analysis procedures we have used here.
First, as part of the attrition study, we included the variable (attempts) that counted the number of attempts to obtain the respondent's data and the variable (refuse) counting the number of refusal-related attempts. These variables can be thought of as proxies for the level of difficulty in obtaining the respondent's data. We can think of collecting data as having several levels of difficulty, such as "easy," "moderately difficult," "very difficult," and "extremely difficult." Assume that the respondents for whom we still have no data fit into the extremely difficult category. To the extent that the characteristics of the people in this group are related to those in the other categories in a straightforward way (e.g., linearly related), then including the difficulty variables (e.g., our proxies, attempts, and refuse) in the missing data model adjusts completely for the remaining missing data b' lases.
Second, Biglan et al. (1987) , in extending the work of Hansen, Collins, Malotte, Johnson, and Fielding (1985) , suggested examining the attrition status by pretest use interaction. They argued that if there is a significant interaction, there may be a problem caused by differential attrition. In particular, if more people are missing from the program than from the control condition, and if those who are missing have higher levels of use at the pretest, then there may be a problem in interpreting program effects attributable to attrition. Alternatively, if approximately the same proportion of respondents is missing from both program and control groups, but those who drop out of the program group have higher levels of use than those who drop out of the control group, there also can be a problem caused by differential attrition.
For this AAPT cohort, there were no significant interactions for the RTICU and NormICU comparisons and attrition at any of the grades (8, 9, 10, or 11). For the CombICU comparison, there were no significant interactions for attrition at Grades 8, 9, and 10. However, there was a significant interaction for attrition at Grade 11.
One way to think of the logic of the Biglan et al. (1987) interaction test is that drug use at the pretest is a proxy for drug use at the posttest.
If there is differential attrition based on the pretest measure, there also may be differential attrition based on the posttest measure (which is missing for some people). Graham and Donaldson (1993) argued that one should not take too literally the observed patterns based on pretest data because it is the corresponding pattern on the missing variable itself that matters. The patterns observed for the pretest measure may be misleading. Still, there may be a way to extend further the logic of the Biglan et al. test if one has data from multiple waves. If drug use at the attrition year is the cause of missingness at the attrition year, we would expect a particular pattern of correlations between drug use measured at various years and missingness at the attrition year. Specifically, the better the proxy is for drug use at the attrition year, the stronger its correlation should be with missingness at the attrition year. In general, we would expect drug use measures taken closer to the attrition to be better proxies than drug use measures taken further from the attrition year. For example, in this AAPT cohort, the correlations between drug use
at Grade 11 and drug use at Grades 7, 8, 9, and 10 were -44, .52, -63, and 80, respectively. Not surprisingly, the highest correlation with Grade 11 drug use was Grade 10 drug use. The correlations between drug use and missingness at Grade 11 (data present = 1, data missing = 0) appear in Table 7 . These correlations were obtained using the EMCOV. The overall pattern of correlations is consistent with the idea that drug use at Grade 11 might have been at least a partial cause of missingness at Grade 11. There was almost a perfect relationship between the goodness of the proxy (i.e., the correlation with drug use at Grade 11) and the correlation with missingness at Grade 11.
Note, however, that this pattern was not substantially different for the different conditions. Although no formal test was performed here, it seems clear that the ICU and Norm conditions, for which the major program effects were found, had highly similar patterns. Table 8 shows the correlations between drug use measured at various For attrition at 8th and 10th grades, even the overall pattern of missingness was not consistent with drug use at the attrition year causing missingness at the attrition year. Moreover, there was no pattern of differential attrition for the ICU and Norm conditions.
USE OF RECOMMENDED METHODS WHEN MECHANISM IS INACCESSIBLE: A SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
It is often noted that the missing data procedures outlined in this chapter assume that missingness is caused by completely random or accessible factors. Many people (erroneously) conclude from this that the methods are therefore inappropriate when the assumptions are not met. Indeed, it is true that use of the recommended missing data methods does not guarantee unbiased results to the extent that the missingness mechanism is inaccessible. There are good reasons, however, why the recommended methods should be used even under these circumstances.
First, even when the missingness mechanism is inaccessible, the recommended methods produce less biased results than other, more traditional methods (e.g., complete cases analysis or analysis with pairwise deletion). Second, even if methods were to be used that would take the inaccessible missingness into account, the first step would be to use the procedures that we recommend here.
Most important, we argue that inaccessible missingness is relatively rare and, even when it is present, generally has relatively little effect on the statistical conclusions of the study. We suggested in the previous section that the effects of inaccessible mechanisms may be minimal in the study we described, and we argued that inaccessible attrition in many prevention and applied psychological research situations may be less of a problem than often feared.
In considering the causes of missingness, it is misleading to say that the (one and only) missing data mechanism is inaccessible. Different people have different reasons for being absent from measurement, and even one individual may have several different reasons for being absent. All these things must be taken into consideration. In discussing this issue, we say that we have an inaccessible attrition mechanism when the missing dependent variable is itself the cause of its own missingness. However, even when the dependent variable is the cause of its own missingness, it may or may not be a problem.
To illustrate this point, we present a brief sensitivity analysis to demonstrate the range of effects on the interpretation of program outcomes when the dependent variable is the cause of its own missingness. In this context, many factors must combine before this situation presents a problem for interpretation of a prevention study. Table 9 shows how this sort of missingness might affect the mean in the program condition of a hypothetical evaluation study.
First, imagine that our hypothetical study has a 50% attrition rate (for this study, assume that alcohol use at 9th grade is the main dependent variable). Second, we assume (conservatively) that half the respondents who are missing are missing at least partly because of their 9th-grade alcohol use. That is, we assume that half of the attrition is due to factors that have nothing to do with the person's 9th-grade alcohol use. As shown in the cumulative effective column of Table 9 , this means that the effect of attrition is reduced to 25% (50% of 50%).
Next, we theorize about the degree to which attrition is due to 9th-grade alcohol use. That is, even among those for whom 9th-grade alcohol use is a cause of attrition, it will generally not be the only cause. For example, a particular respondent may say, "I don't want to go to school today because they are doing that drug measurement study, and I don't want to have to say I use drugs." However, that same person might add, "Besides, my car has a flat tire, and I don't have my homework done, and my friend is mad at me," and so on. In other words, people generally have several reasons for being absent, only some of which are directly related to their alcohol use. In addition, even for this individual, it could be that this exact set of conditions would lead the person to stay away from school only part of the time. That is, there is a substantial random component to the person's behavior. Assume that on average, half (50%) of the reason for missingness in these cases is due to 9th-grade alcohol use. As shown in Table 9 , the cumulative effect is down to 12.5% (50% of 25%).
Even if 9th-grade alcohol use were the sole cause of attrition, it may still not be a problem. It is important to examine the degree to which 9th-grade alcohol use is predicted by the other variables that have been measured. If those other variables accounted for 100% of the variance in 9th-grade alcohol use, there would essentially be no missing information (e.g., see Schafer, in press ). In longitudinal studies, it is not surprising to find that variables from previous years of the study account for 50% or more of the variance of the main dependent variable. That means that even if the dependent variable is the cause of its own missingness, only 50% of the missingness is unique (i.e., only 50% is accessible). After considering this factor, the cumulative effect of 9th-grade alcohol use as the cause of missingness is down to 6.25% (50% of 12.5%).
This 6.25% can reasonably be thought of as the proportion of the cause that is inaccessible. However, even this may or may not be a problem.
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Next, we must consider the degree of differential attrition. In particular, we should examine the extent to which more inaccessible attrition occurs in the program group than in the control group. Graham and Donaldson (1993) have shown that differential attrition is no problem when missingness is accessible and that even inaccessible attrition is no problem at all to interpretation of program outcomes if there is no differential attrition.
If all the inaccessible attrition occurred in the program group, and none of it occurred in the control group, the 6.25% cumulative effect noted earlier would be appropriate. However, it is extremely unlikely that any study would have this magnitude of differential attrition. Suppose (conservatively) that 75% of the inaccessible attrition occurred in the program group and that 25% occurred in the control group. This would mean that only half the attrition would be a problem. As shown in Table 9 , incorporating this factor brings the cumulative effect to 3.13% (50% of 6.25%).
Finally, we must estimate the degree to which inaccessible attrition affects the scores themselves. Rubin (1987) suggested that one way to model inaccessible (nonignorable) missingness is to add something to the imputed values obtained. He suggested, for example, that one could add 20% to each imputed score, with the idea that the imputed score is assumed to underestimate the actual score. Although this 20% figure is arbitrary, it does not seem unreasonable (a more systematic sensitivity analysis could be undertaken by specifying a range of reasonable values). For example, suppose a person had missing data for the variable measuring recall of alcohol use in the past 30 days. Suppose that the imputed value for the person was 5 , a scale score that translates into 5-10 drinks in the past 30 days. Adding 20% to this scale score would give the person a score of 6, which translates into 11-20 drinks in the past 30 days. Adding 20% to each score seems reasonable. However, to be even more conservative, we assumed that the effect on scores was not 20% over the imputed value but 50% over the imputed value (see the left columns of Table 9 ).
Combining all these effects means that 3.13% of the scores in the program group should be increased by 50%. That is, the overall mean in the program group would be increased by 1.57%. This represents our estimates of the effects of inaccessible attrition under conservative assumptions.
For the other half of the sensitivity analysis (the right two columns of Table 9 ), we examine the effects of less conservative assumptions (taken mainly from the study we described in the previous section of this chapter).
The bottom line for those assumptions is that the mean in the program group would be increased by 0.1 1%.
We next examine the effects of these assumptions on a hypothetical program evaluation study. Suppose the control group mean is 4.402 and that the program mean is 3.964 (two means taken from our empirical study). We assume that only the program group mean is affected by the inaccessible missing data mechanism. That is, the value 3.964 is too low because of the missing data. Under the conservative assumptions, we argued that 3.13% of the scores would be affected. We assume that the mean for this group is higher by 1.00 than the mean for the other 96.87% of the program group. If the true value is 40% higher than the imputed value for the 3.13%, then the true mean for the program group, after adjustment, should be 4.026. Under less conservative assumptions, the true mean, after adjustment, should be 3.970. To perform the hypothesis tests under these assumptions, we assume further that the standard deviation is 3.0 in each group and that there are 500 participants per group.
As shown in Table 9 , the statistical conclusions are highly similar in the unadjusted and adjusted case regardless of whether the conservative or less conservative assumptions are made. When the conservative assumptions are made, the estimated t value falls from 2.31 to 1.98. Under the more realistic assumptions, the t value is virtually unchanged, falling from 2.31 to only 2.28. The extremely small effect of inaccessible missingness on the interpretation of program effects shown in this example is, of course, dependent on the assumptions made for the factors presented in Table 9 . If these assumptions are substantially different in a particular study, the bottom line effect also will be affected. Although it is hard to imagine an actual situation in which inaccessible attrition is even more extreme than that depicted with the conservative assumptions shown in Table 9 , it is possible.
In summary, although attrition in some studies may prove to be more of a problem than shown here, it is likely that problems that are due to inaccessible missingness in most intervention studies will be minimal. We encourage researchers to do the type of sensitivity analysis depicted in Table 9 to be more sure about what might be happening in their own study.
WHERE DO RESEARCHERS GO FROM HERE?
What Is Best? Statistical Considerations From a statistical viewpoint, the best missing data procedures do several things. First, they allow one to take into consideration all available causes of missingness. This amounts to allowing the inclusion of all variables that are related to the missing data process, whether or not the variables are of direct interest in the analysis. It also amounts to allowing the inclusion of all relevant linear and nonlinear combinations of variables.
Second, the best procedures take the distribution of the data into account. If some of the variables are continuous and some are categorical, the miss-ing data procedure explicitly models both kinds of data. Finally, the best procedures provide reasonable estimates of standard errors.
From this statistical viewpoint, all the procedures provide a relatively easy way to take all known causes of missingness into account. Perhaps the best from this point of view is the multiple imputation procedure described by Schafer (in press ). It handles continuous data, categorical data, and mixed (continuous and categorical) data. It provides reasonable estimates of standard errors. The only caution for the multiple imputation model is that one should be careful that the model used is at least as general as the model to be used to analyze the data. In one sense, this is more of a caution than a requirement. It is possible that a situation could arise in which only linear effects are related to the missingness but that nonlinear effects are of interest in the analysis. Under these conditions, using a completely linear missing data model might be appropriate.
If the analysis of interest involves the GLM (e.g., t tests, correlation, multiple regression, analysis of variance, factor analysis, path analysis, SEM) and one's data are reasonably normally distributed, an excellent choice is the Amos program (Arbuckle, 1995) . In the simplest case with Amos, the missing data model is limited to the analysis model. As described in our categorical variable example, however, it is relatively easy to include other variables that affect the missingness without affecting the analysis model of interest (i.e., include them as additional dependent variables). Furthermore, standard errors are a convenient by-product of the main analysis. The main limitation of the Amos program is that it does not use a different model for continuous and dichotomous variables containing missingness. In many instances, however, this should be a minimal limitation. If the dependent variable is dichotomous and logistic regression is the analysis of choice, then this is a somewhat more important limitation.
When it is appropriate, the multiple-group SEM approach is equivalent to using Amos. However, because the multiple-group SEM procedure requires that each missing data pattern have more respondents than variables, Amos is preferable in a wide variety of situations.
A third possibility is the multiple imputation procedure as implemented in EMCOV (Graham 61 Hofer, 1995) . This procedure is also limited by the fact that the missing data model does not take categorical data into account.
The fourth possibility is the direct analysis with EMCOV. This procedure also has the limitation of not dealing explicitly with categorical data. In addition, this procedure relies on bootstrapping for obtaining standard errors. Although many researchers have considerable faith in bootstrap-estimated standard errors, others question the value of the bootstrapping procedure as a general tool.
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Practical Considerations
From a practical viewpoint, the best procedures are statistically sound but weight convenience and availability over statistical precision and efficiency (small variability around parameter estimates). If the analysis of interest involves the GLM, Amos may be the approach of choice from this perspective because it is easy to use, even for a relative novice. However, although Amos is not a particularly expensive program, some researchers may prefer to use an approach that is in the public domain. In this case, EMCOV (Graham & Hofer, 1993) and Mx (Neale, 1991) may be reasonable options. Alternatively, one may prefer the multiple-group SEM model approach (Allison, 1987; Muthen et al., 1987) .
In the case of Mx, an SEM program that also has the raw maximumlikelihood feature, the hitch is that estimated standard errors may be approximate only in some situations. A way around this problem may be to use a bootstrapping procedure as a backup for estimating standard errors.
In the case of EMCOV (Graham & Hofer, 1993) , the parameter estimates are identical to those obtained in the RML procedures when the models involve only the manifest variables. When the model involves latent variables, the EMCOV procedure, which operates on the manifest variables, produces parameter estimates that are unbiased but slightly less efficient (slightly larger empirical standard errors) than estimates obtained from Mx or Amos.6 Still, estimation with EMCOV is easy, and the slight loss in efficiency is generally trivial. The other problem with analyses based on EMCOV (or other EM algorithm approaches) is that standard errors are not provided as a by-product of the analysis. The good news is that a bootstrapping procedure with as few as 25 replications may provide reasonable estimates of the standard errors. The bad news is that if the distribution of parameter estimates is not symmetrical in the bootstrap samples, then one will probably prefer to generate 2,000 bootstrap samples to obtain reasonably stable estimates of the confidence intervals (e.g., Efron, 1994) . With data sets of any size, producing 2,000 bootstrap samples is, to say the least, computationally intensive.
The multiple-group SEM procedure may fail to qualify as a good approach from the practical viewpoint. It is cumbersome at best and often requires the researcher to discard large amounts of data points (whole cases almost never have to be discarded) to obtain missing data patterns with enough cases to be analyzed. However, this approach does have the desirable quality of requiring no new software because the common SEM pack6Models such as Amos that handle the analysis and missing data work at the same time are the most efficient (least variability around the parameter estimates) models available when the model is correct. However, when the model is not correct (this could happen with large, complex structural models), such models are likely to produce parameter estimates that are less efficient than multiple imputation.
ages can perform this analysis. This approach also is highly useful for certain specialized models (e.g., cohort-sequential designs) in which certain covariances are not available for any respondents.
Perhaps the best of the practical approaches to missing data analysis is the multiple imputation procedure. This procedure is extremely flexible and generally may be adapted to be useful with any data analysis procedure.
In addition, reasonable estimates of standard errors can be obtained with relatively easy arithmetic at the conclusion of the analysis phase. Analyzing the multiply imputed data sets is a little harder than analyzing just one, but it is typically an easy matter simply to change the input data set name and run the analysis again and again.
The only real problem with the multiple imputation approach has been that it was not available widely. However, programs for performing these analyses are currently being developed by Joe Schafer (in press ) at the Pennsylvania State University. These public domain programs, Norm (for continuous data), Cat (for categorical data), Mix (for mixed continuous categorical data), and Pan (for special longitudinal models and clustered data), which are fully available for Sun workstations, are currently being developed as stand alone Windows applications. Norm is available now, and Cat, Mix, and Pan will be available soon. Please see our web site (methcenter.psu.edu) for additional information.
What Is Best for Categorical Models and Non-GLM Continuous-Data Models?
EM Algorithm
The statistical answer for these models is the same as given earlier.
When the data are truly dichotomous, one should use methods that make assumptions most appropriate for that kind of distribution. As mentioned earlier, EM algorithm programs for analyzing dichotomous data are currently available. However, the versions of these programs available at present are cumbersome and hard to use. On the other hand, given the number of people who analyze categorical (e.g., dichotomous) data, it will not be surprising to see in the near future a general purpose, easy-to-use EM algorithm program for analysis of dichotomous dependent variables with dichotomous and continuous independent variables. Such a program should provide unbiased parameter estimates as well as reasonable standard errors.
Multiple imputation for Categorical and Mixed Models Still, the best promise for analyses that involve categorical data or non-GLM continuous data is the multiple imputation procedure. As long as the model for performing the multiple imputations is at least as general as the analyses planned for the data, one does the imputation step once and then spends the remaining time analyzing the same (multiply imputed) data sets using data analysis tools that are familiar and that provide theoretically interpretable statistical conclusions. Using software already available, it is possible to generate multiply imputed data sets using a mixed model for categorical and continuous data. Interactions that may be important in the analysis phase may be incorporated into the missing data phase. As with the models for continuous data, the models for mixed continuous and categorical data allow one to estimate reasonable standard errors using a little simple arithmetic at the conclusion of each analysis. These software advances will soon be available in the mainstream of prevention and applied psychological research.
CONCLUSION
The evidence we presented in this chapter (especially in the third section) is to some extent circumstantial. We did not present data from a random sample of previously missing people and draw conclusions about those still missing based on this sample (Graham & Donaldson, 1993; Rubin, 1987) . Nevertheless, we believe that the data we did present make a reasonable case for the idea that the data still missing attributable to attrition at worst introduce only minimal bias into the statistical conclusions regarding program effects. In fact, we believe that the pattern of results is such that the data still missing introduce no bias beyond what is fully adjusted by using the missing data analysis procedures we have recommended here.
Furthermore, as illustrated in the sensitivity analysis we presented, we suggest that the nature of attrition in most prevention studies may be similar in many respects to what we found in this study. The main reasons participants leave such studies may have little to do with motivations about the study or about their own alcohol or drug use. For example, as we have shown in this study, the several factors that accounted for the largest percentage of missing data at Grade 11 were relatively uncorrelated with drug use at Grade 11. In addition, the pattern of relationships for most of these factors would lead to suppression of true program effects (if left uncontrolled), not inflation.
Critics of prevention research have pointed to attrition rates and have simply dismissed such studies without any consideration about the causes of missingness. In addition, critics often point to one or two factors (e.g., differential attrition based on pretest factors), which, from our vantage point, only superficially imply attrition bias. As Graham and Donaldson (1993) pointed out, conclusions based solely on patterns of pretest variables can be misleading. We suggest that it may be time for critics to stop suggesting that just because there may be a problem, there necessarily is a problem caused by missing data. We argue that on the contrary, i t is likely that there are minimal missing data biases if one makes use of the procedures we have recommended in this chapter.
In summary, we have presented evidence that people leave prevention studies for reasons that have relatively little effect on the statistical conclusions (if the data are analyzed as we suggest). We suggest that it is time for the burden of proof to fall on the critics of prevention studies. Unless they can provide hard data to back up their criticisms, they should accept the analyses we recommend as dealing with attrition problems completely.
